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These three Early 20th-Century American design styles are the perfect first study and a natural place to begin 
development of skill and technique. They are basic designs and have never lost their popularity, suitable as they 
are for almost any occasion and in homes of almost any style. Set rules and patterns provide a clear framework 
for the beginner, making it quite easy to become skilled in their creation. Once these design styles have been 
mastered, it is relatively simple to move on to more creative work.

That progression will be even easier nowadays, for the basic Traditional design styles of Line, Line-Mass, and 
Mass are interpreted more creatively today than in the past. Line length especially is often longer than the strictly 
traditional recommendation for one-and-a-half times the height or diameter of the container. Plant material may 
have a slightly creative reworking; for example, a few iris leaves may be looped near the focal area. One may 
find, too, more striking combinations of color and texture, and lines may be more vigorous and forceful than they 
were in Traditional designs of the past. 

Other characteristics, however, remain unchanged. All three basic Traditional design styles are planned around a 
set pattern and are based on the geometric forms of the cylinder, cone, cube and sphere, or manipulations of 
these forms. Modifications include, for example, the extraction of the crescent from the sphere and the triangle 
from the cube. They are meant to be placed in a specific location or to interpret a specific theme. All proper 
Traditional designs will still have a certain naturalistic effect, even to representing a segment of nature. All Line, 
Line-Mass and Mass designs continue to hold the following traits in common:

• A single point of emergence (all lines arise from a common point).
• A single, well-defined focal area at the point of emergence.
• A single opening in the container.
• A simple container (usually in an earth color such as black, brown, gray or green).
• Plant material over the rim of the container (unifies the two components).
• Plant material used in uneven numbers.
• Plant material grouped by color and kind.
• Radial placement of the plant material (mimics natural growth habit).
• Longest or tallest lines one-and-a-half to two times the height or diameter of the container.
• No crossing lines.
• No two lines the same height or length.
• No two blooms placed at the same height.
• Components with greatest visual weight placed low in the design (largest forms, strongest colors, thickest 

lines).
• Components with the greatest visual weight placed at or near the top or periphery of the design (smallest 

forms, lightest colors, thinnest lines).
• Depth and rhythm achieved though gradation of size, color, texture and overlapping forms. 
• Transitional material used to fill spaces within the design.
• Realistic figurines used as accessories or features.
• A base or bases often used under the design.
• Mechanics completely hidden. 
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